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ABSTRACT
System security is somewhat stymied because it is difficult, if not
impossible, to design system defenses that address the full complexity of a system’s interaction. Interestingly, this problem has
parallels in understanding how machine learning (ML) algorithms
make predictions. Both of these problems require a structured, comprehensive understanding of what a system/model is doing. My
dissertation addresses these seemingly disparate problems by exploiting data provenance, which provides just such a solution. I
exploit provenance both to design intrusion detection systems and
to explain how ML algorithms arrive at their predictions.

1

INTRODUCTION

Security systems such as intrusion detection systems (IDSes) often require an understanding of system execution, using observed
information flows to make critical security decisions. While the
techniques for modeling system execution to obtain such an understanding become increasingly sophisticated [5], the underlying
information used remains mostly unchanged. For example, a significant number of host-based IDSes use system call traces to model
system behavior, evolving from simple enumerations of system call
sequences [8] to variable-length n-gram modeling [15], and from
first-order Markov models [37] to their high-order counterparts [16].
As security applications continue to fail to deliver stronger security guarantees (e.g., in terms of detection and false positive rates),
researchers recognize the need to improve the quality of the underlying information and design systems that analyze the context of
system execution, in addition to the execution itself. For example,
tools that monitor system calls take into consideration arguments
passed into a system call [22] and its caller function [36]. However,
such additions do not change the nature of the information; they
still provides the security system with only a single layer of semantics and a linear description of system activities. Furthermore,
interactions within and between processes are difficult to untangle,
which results in an ambiguous and sometimes incomplete picture
of system execution. As such, desirable data for security analysis
such as intrusion detection must present a complete, structured
view of system execution that is amendable to incorporate different
layers of semantics as such a need arises. It must describe a detailed
history of normal activities for the system to decide whether a
future event is an attack or not.
Similarly, the use of history to make future decisions is also applicable to the field of machine learning (ML). Complex ML models
achieve high accuracy at the cost of interpretability [19], thus offering little transparency to justify predictions and to detect unwanted
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unfairness and discrimination [7]. Conceptually, an ML model is
constructed to understand from the training data the intricate association between observations and conclusions. Once such an
association is established, the model can be regarded as a complicated “system” and any labelled data validated by the model reveals
the history of a correct “execution" of the “system”. Such a history
of “execution” provides a means to explain why a future prediction
is made. Unlike current approaches that focus on explaining only
local behavior of the model [17, 29], this approach to providing
explanations presents a global perspective that allows for a better
interpretation of how the model behaves under various scenarios,
as long as the model is thoroughly validated.
In both cases, provenance is the ideal source of data. Provenance
was originally used to describe the origination and chain of ownerships of works of art [28]. Computer scientists have adapted the
term to refer to special metadata describing how digital objects
came to be in their current state. As methods of capturing digital
provenance have evolved [25, 28], provenance has been suggested
as a source of information for various applications ranging from explaining the existence of data in database systems [12], to detecting
and potentially preventing breaches in computer systems [13]. I intend for my dissertation to advance the state of the art in leveraging
data provenance as the foundation for system security and model
interpretability. In computer security, the fact that provenance offers a complete, causal history of the execution of a system [11]
makes it potentially a rich source of information for detecting system intrusions and identifying or constraining the flow of sensitive
information. In ML, provenance is the history of model validation.
It provides clues for inferring inner workings of ML models that associate observations with conclusions, thus enabling interpretation
that assists fair and justified decision-making [21].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
I discuss how data provenance enhances system security, while
in section 3, I discuss its ability to enable ML interpretability. I
present my current research agenda in section 4 and conclude
in section 5.

2

SYSTEMS SECURITY

Modern computer systems deploy a variety of security tools to
create multiple layers of defense, including a prevention layer (e.g.,
firewalls, intrusion prevention systems), a detection layer (e.g., IDSes), and a reaction layer (e.g., anti-virus software) [26]. Security
tools in all these layers use detailed audit trails provided by the
operating systems and applications to enforce security policies and
detect intrusions. Such information is usually the foundation of
security applications, the quality of which determines the efficacy
of security measures. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art security tools
fail to guarantee integrity, confidentiality, and availability of the
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system, even though the algorithms they deploy become increasingly sophisticated [1, 23, 30]. My hypothesis is that the underlying
audit information that those tools depend upon has become one
major bottleneck in further improving their efficacy and data provenance provides a new solution to the problem. As such, I would
like to demonstrate the advantages of data provenance for a range
of security techniques.
Audit data viewed at different layers of abstraction leads to different semantic views of actions. For example, when a user escalates
privileges by executing the program su, the application level log
usually presents a single-line high-level view of the action:
Jan 31 07:36:53 Michaels-MBP.local su[91231]: SU
Michael to root on /dev/ttys000
The system call level log, however, generates a long list of entries
that detail various actions taken by the operating system, including
obtaining the user’s effective UID, and opening and checking the
password file [4].
Although useful on their own merits to tackle a subset of security
problems that are visible to their level of abstraction [24], audit trails
fail to provide security systems with layered semantics that are
required to understand from top-down (or bottom-up) the complete
picture of system activities. Such a holistic understanding not only
improves detection accuracy and precision, but also allows for
attack attribution, enabling system administrators to reason over
the detected intrusions. For example, an IDS that analyzes function
call level workflows [10] can identify stealthy aberrant path attacks
that alter the normal execution path of a function [32]. In many
cases, these attacks are constructed as data-oriented attacks [14]
that do not change the control flow of the entire program, thus
making it difficult for system call based IDSes to detect. On the
other hand, monitoring only function calls cannot defend against
system call injection or return-oriented attacks that are discernible
by those IDSes. However, naively combining two IDSes so as to
use information from both layers does not provide a better solution
because
i) a single intrusion could cause redundant alarms that overwhelm
the human operator;
ii) it is challenging to correlate system call level alarms with the
function call level workflow, which is more interpretable for the
operator;
iii) fundamentally, audit data from either level is unstructured,
therefore unable to present interactions between processes.
Provenance, however, creates a structured view of execution at
various semantic levels since it can represent the causal relationship
of system execution as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). It can also be
layered to incorporate different levels of abstraction while ensuring
overall consistency and connectivity [10, 24]. By reasoning and
correlating information at various layers, security tools can be
made accurate in detecting various intrusions, resilient to common
evasion attacks (e.g., mimicry attacks [27, 35]), and interpretable for
attack attribution.
In the rest of the section, I briefly describe two different security
tools that can be improved through provenance and the challenges
associated with the approaches.
IDS. Continue from the previous IDS discussion, a provenancebased IDS can simultaneously analyze function call and system call
traces, taking into account their correlations as represented in the
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DAG. The DAG also elucidates the interactions between various
processes, untangling the intricate dependencies among them.
Challenges. The size of provenance data can grow very large very
quickly, especially in a distributed setting. The computation of
provenance data carried out by the IDS must be efficient enough
to detect the intrusion before it wreaks havoc on the system. My
previous work [13] attempted a window-based approach to limit
the amount of data to be analyzed. However, it has been shown
that this approach could lead to information loss [2]. Provenance
data is also an ideal source of forensic evidence. Efficiently storing
and querying provenance for post-mortem analysis is an important
step for provenance-based security analysis [38].
For concurrent systems where nondeterminism frequently occurs, it is difficult to reason provenance exactly. It is possible to
address this challenge through fuzzy approaches and statistical
measures [34].
Honeypot. A honeypot is a trap that masquerades as a production
system to lure attackers to probe, exploit, and compromise while
collecting valuable information of their activities [33]. A useful
honeypot therefore must be able to record detailed traces of those
activities to help security experts understand how the attack took
place. State-of-the-art honeypots use virtual machine introspection
(VMI) [9] to stealthily capture the trace of an attacker [20], but suffer
from the semantic gap problem as the virtual machine monitor
has only a low-level external view of the monitored system [6].
A provenance-based honeypot offers a comprehensive picture of
the attack that is manifested by not only high-level steps but also
actions taken “under the hood.”
Challenges. Capturing provenance in the monitored system requires us to deploy sensors either as user processes or in the kernel [9]. Compared to the VMI approach, it is relatively easy for the
attacker to detect, manipulate, and disable provenance capture [31].
In addition, any provenance data stored in the system can be tampered with. The former challenge requires at minimum a stealthy,
efficient deployment of a provenance capture mechanism, while
the latter requires a combination of cryptographic techniques and
a covert, just-in-time delivery method.

3

MACHINE LEARNING INTERPRETABILITY

Provenance is an ideal solution to system security because it describes a complete, causal history of what happened on the system,
which can be used as a reference to predict what is expected to happen in the future on the same system. We can also take advantage
of this concept of using history as a basis to predict expected future
behavior to explain ML models, because any prediction must be
derived from the model’s understanding of historical data during
training. The question then is how we can reveal such an understanding from the model, which consists of merely mathematical
equations. The key insight is that model validation reveals the
model’s inner workings and the history of how a data is validated
shines a light on its understanding of historical data.
The training process allows the model to learn the associations
between the observations and conclusions from the training data
and encode them in mathematical formulas. Once the model is
fitted (i.e., the model “obtains” an understanding), we can consider
it as a “system”, and any labelled data validated by it is a correct
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“system execution” that reflects its understanding. Provenance in
this context describes the history of model validation for every
labelled data (i.e., how an output value derives from an input data
through the model), providing a rich corpus from which we can
reason about a future prediction. When a prediction is made, we
can use its provenance to identify similar “executions” that support
this prediction and use those labelled data to explain why the model
behaves in a certain way.

4

CURRENT RESEARCH DIRECTION

To date, I have designed a behavior-based intrusion detection system that analyzes at runtime system-level provenance graphs to detect application anomalies [13]. I focused on Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS) users who run many instances of an application on many
compute nodes to collect reference provenance graphs for anomaly
detection. By comparing subgraphs using a modified label propagation algorithm, I generated a model of the application. Any instance
that did not conform to the model was identified as an anomaly.
Although the experimental results have shown to be promising,
I have encountered several limitations that are inherent to this
approach. For example, the window-based approach to analyze subgraphs inevitably broke the connectivity of the graph, disregarding
long-span program behavior [32]. Since only low-level provenance
data was monitored, it was difficult to attribute the high-level cause
of the intrusion.
To overcome the limitations of the previous approach and to
advance the state of the art in intrusion detection with data provenance, I am currently designing an IDS with the following goals:
i) Correlating provenance at different layers of abstraction to detect
at runtime various attacks that can evade detection at one level but
not the other (or the combination thereof).
ii) Provenance generates abundant data, which is ideal for machine
learning to generalize normal behavior. A suitable machine learning algorithm designed with provenance domain knowledge can
minimize false positive rates while maintaining high detection accuracy.
iii) Layered provenance capture enables interpretable attack attribution at a high level, even when an intrusion alert stems from
low-level provenance analysis. The system administrators can reason about the cause of an intrusion to reject false positive alarms,
effectively making the IDS more usable [18].

5

CONCLUSION

I discussed how provenance is the ideal source of data to enhance
system security and enable machine learning interpretability. Prior
research has successfully designed many systems to capture provenance at different degrees of granularity [3, 10, 25]. The next step
is to adapt provenance capture, storage, query, and analysis to apply it in the field of computer security and machine learning, as
provenance itself renders little value without such applications. I
plan to explore these possibilities for the duration of my Ph.D., and
welcome suggestions and inspirations from experts in those fields
and in computer systems in general.
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